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Megan is missing netflix 2018

Netflix (NFLX) came out with a quarterly gain of $1.74 per share, missing a Zacks Consensus Estimate of $2.13 per share. This compares to earnings of $1.47 per share a year ago. These figures are set for non-duplicate items. This quarterly report represents an earnings surprise of -18.31%. Before quarters ago, this internet video service was originally expected to post earnings
of $1.84 per share generated in earnings of $1.59, a surprise delivery of -13.59%. In the last four quarters, the company has exceeded EPS estimates, which are owned by the Zacks Broadcast Radio and Television industry, only once. Netflix had revenue of $6.44 billion for the quarter ended September 2020, exceeding the Zacks Consensus Forecast by 0.75%. That compared to
$5.24 billion in revenue from the previous year. The company has topped consensus revenue forecasts four times in the last four quarters. The sustainability of the stock's rapid price movement, based on recently released figures and future earnings expectations, will largely depend on management's interpretation of the earnings call.Netflix shares have gained nearly 64% since
the beginning of the year against the S&amp;P 500's 6.1% gain. What's Next on Netflix? As Netflix has outsmed the market so far this year, the question that investors have come up with is: What's next for the stock? There is no easy answer to this key question, but a reliable measure that can help investors solve this problem is the company's earnings outlook. This covers not
only the current consensus earnings expectations for the next quarter, but also how those expectations have changed recently. Empirical research shows a strong correlation between near-term stock movements and trends in earnings forecasts. Investors can track such revisions themselves or rely on a tried and tested rating tool like Zacks Rank, which has an impressive track
history of harnessing the power of earnings forecast revisions. Ahead of this earnings release, forecast revisions for Netflix were mixed in the trend. While the size and direction of forecast revisions may vary after the company's newly released earnings report, the current situation translates as Zacks Rank #3 (Hold) for the stock. That is, the share is expected to perform in line with
the market in the near future. You can see #1 list of Today's Zacks And Rank (Strong Buy) shares here. It will be interesting to see how forecasts for the coming quarters and current fiscal year change in the coming days. Current consensus EPS estimated revenues for the next quarter of $1.02 to $6.58 billion and revenues of $6.30 to $24.89 billion for the current fiscal year.
Investors should pay attention to the fact that the outlook for the sector can also have a significant impact on the performance of the stock. In terms of Zacks Industry Rankings, Radio and Television is currently in the top 42% of the 250 plus Zacks industry. Our research shows that the top 50% of the industries in the Zacks rankings outperform the bottom 50% by a factor from 2 to
1. Want the latest advice from Zacks Investment Research? Today, you can download 7 Best Stocks for the Next 30 Days. Click here to get this free report Netflix, Inc. (NFLX) : Free Stock Analysis Report Click here Zacks.com article. Nikola's no-sleeper continues. The company announced today the termination of its contract with Republic Services for 2,500 garbage trucks. The
deal announced in August had Nikola build garbage trucks in 2023 with on-road testing 2024.Downgrades * Roth Capital Arcturus Therapeutics Holdings Inc (NASDAQ: ARCT) lowered its previous grade to Buy to Sell. Arcturus Therapeutics made $0.92 in the third quarter, compared with $0.56 in the same quarter the previous year. The stock has a 52-week high of $129.71 and a
52-week-low of $8.51. At the end of the last trading period, Arcturus Therapeutics closed at $118.46. * According to BMO Capital, FuboTV Inc.'s (NYSE:FUBO) previous rating was changed from Outperform to Market Perform. FuboTV earned $1.65 in the third quarter, compared to $0.25 in the same quarter the previous year. The stock has a 52-week high of $62.29 and a 52week-low of $8.12. At the end of the last trading period, FuboTV closed at $62.19. * For PaySign Inc (NASDAQ:PAYS), Canaccord Genuity Buy to Hold lowered the previous rating. In the third quarter, PaySign showed EPS of $0.14, compared with $0.06 compared to the same quarter the previous year. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $10.98 and a 52-week low of
$3.63. PaySign closed at $4.91 at the end of the last trading period. * BMO Capital downsteped IAC/InterActiveCorp's (NASDAQ:IAC) previous rating from Outperform to Market Perform. IAC/InterActiveCorp earned $0.11 in the third quarter, compared to $1.35 in the same quarter the previous year. IAC/InterActiveCorp current stock performance shows a 52-week-high of $324.74
and a 52-week-low of $100.22. Also, the closing price at the end of the last trading period was $183.73. Inisiations * SPK International launches coverage with iHuman Inc (NYSE:IH) with a purchase rating. The price target for iHuman is set at $26.08. In its third quarter, iHuman won $0.03. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $31.58 and a 52-week low of $16.07. iHuman
closed at $21.10 at the end of the last trading period. * With an outperform rating, JMP Securities Evelo Biosciences Inc (NASDAQ:EVLO) has launched coverage. The price target seems set for $27.00 Evelo Biosciences. Evelo Biosciences made $0.45 in the third quarter, compared with $0.67 in the same quarter the previous year. Stock $11.84 52 most of the week and has a 52
week-low of $3.01. At the end of the last processing period, Evelo Evelo $11.20 off. * Piper Sandler Cogent Biosciences Inc (NASDAQ:COGT) launched coverage with a Weight rating. The price target for Cogent Biosciences is set at $22.00. In the third quarter, Cogent Biosciences showed an EPS of $0.31, compared to the same quarter the previous year of $1.56. The stock has
a 52-week high of $14.44 and a 52-week-low of $8.40. At the end of the last trading period, Cogent Biosciences closed $12.20. * Benchmark CC Neuberger Principal Holdings I (NYSE:PCPL) launched coverage with a Purchase rating. The price target for CC Neuberger Principal is set at $15.00. CC Neuberger Principal current stock performance shows a 52-week high of $11.29
and a 52-week-low of $9.95. Also, the closing price at the end of the last trading period was $10.80. * With a neutral rating, Baird Square Inc (NYSE:SQ) launched coverage. The price target seems set for $245.00 Square. Square earned $0.34 in the third quarter, compared to $0.25 in the same quarter the previous year. Currently, the stock is at $243.38, the highest in 52 weeks
and a 52-week-low of $32.33. It closed at $241.57 at the end of the last trading period. * With an Outperform rating, Baird Launched Qualcomm Inc (NASDAQ:QCOM) coverage. The price target seems set at $200.00 for Qualcomm. In the fourth quarter, Qualcomm named EPS at $1.45, up from $0.78 in the same quarter the previous year. The stock is at $161.07, a 52-week high
and a 52-week-low of $58.00. At the end of the last trading period, Qualcomm closed at $146.34. * JMP Securities Seres Therapeutics Inc (NASDAQ:MCRB) launched coverage with a Market Perform rating. Seres Therapeutics made $0.36 in the third quarter, compared with $0.23 in the same quarter the previous year. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $38.50 and a 52week low of $2.52. Seres Therapeutics closed at $24.78 at the end of the last trading period. * Santander launched the broadcast on Linx SA (NYSE:LINX) with Hold rating. The price target for Linx is set at $7.60. In the third quarter, Linx showed an EPS of $0.01 compared to the same quarter the previous year. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $9.47 and a 52-week low
of $2.83. Linx closed at $7.24 at the end of the last trading period. * With a neutral rating, Baird Luminar Technologies Inc (NASDAQ:LAZR) launched coverage. The price target seems set at $30.00 for Luminar Technologies. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $47.80 and a 52-week low of $19.10. Luminar Technologies closed at $37.37 at the end of the last trading period.
* With a Purchase rating, Stifel Lithium Americas Corp (NYSE:LAC) launched coverage. The price target seems to be set at $13.25 for Lithium America. Lithium America won $0.07 in the third quarter, compared to $0.06 in the same quarter the previous year Lithium America's current stock performance, performance, $16.97 and $1.92 52 week-low. In addition, the closing price at
the end of the last trading period traded at $11.35. * JMP Securities Kaleido Biosciences Inc (NASDAQ:KLDO) launched coverage with an outperform rating. The price target for Kaleido Biosciences is set at $22.00. Kaleido Biosciences earned $0.65 in the third quarter, compared to $0.74 in the same quarter the previous year. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $11.89
and a 52-week low of $2.82. Kaleido Biosciences closed at $8.99 at the end of the last trading period. * SPK International initiated iQIYI Inc (NASDAQ:IQ) coverage with its Purchase rating. The price target seems set at $23.20 for iQIYI. In its third quarter, iQIYI had an EPS of $0.24, compared with $0.70 quarter EPS a year ago. Currently, the stock has a 52-week high of $28.03
and a 52-week low of $14.51. iQIYI closed at 16.97 TL at the end of the last trading period. * National Securities Corporation launches coverage of Humanigen Inc (NASDAQ:HGEN) with a Buy rating. The price target for Humanigen is set at $35.00. The stock has a 52-week high of $33.95 and a 52-week-low of $3.40. At the end of the last trading period, Humanigen closed
$20.79. Look more at Benzinga * Benzinga for Nasdaq * P/E Rate Insights options click here for trades * Stocks Hit This 52-Week Lows On Wednesday (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Petrolga gives no investment advice. All rights reserved. The $900 billion coronavirus relief agreement includes six tax cuts for Americans. The government spending bill added to the package contains
three more tax cuts. The president is demanding a payment of $2,000, not $600. What's he going to do? Can you feel the soil coming from under your feet? Ocugen's (OCGN) shares jumped more than 800% in the last three trading sessions after the biopharmaceutical company announced it had signed a binding letter of intent (LOI) with India-based Bharat Biotech to develop the
COVID-19 vaccine for the US market. COVAXIN, which offers Bharat, a whole viron-inactivated COVID-19 vaccine candidate, has already shown hope in clinical trials in Phases 1 and 2 India, and the registration of 26,000 subjects for the Phase 3 study is currently ongoing. The agreement envisions Ocugen retaining the U.S. rights to the vaccine, and the remaining details are
expected to be finalized in the coming weeks. Considering Bharat's reputation for world-class R&amp;D and manufacturing capabilities in vaccines and bio-therapeutics, H.C. Wainwright analyst Swayampakula Ramakanth thinks the company is a suitable partner. Ramakanth believes that broad immunity targeting different components of the virus can provide better protection
against mutant viruses that emerge like the virus currently circulating in the UK. With this in mind, in the Phase 1 study, COVAXIN is a robust antibody against spikes receptor binding domain (RBD) and SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapside (N) protein. More importantly, the 5-star analyst added, COVAXIN also causes comparable levels of antibodies neutralized against those in human
recovery serum, which, the analyst believes, points to the success of the ongoing Phase 3 trial in Good India. In the next few weeks, Ocugen is expected to meet with the FDA to discuss how to advance COVAXIN development. However, in addition to the current lack of understanding into the U.S. regulatory path or trade strategy, Ramakanth remains on the sidelines for the time
being, as the details of the final agreement have yet to be finalized. Accordingly, OCGN is a Neutral (i.e. Hold) ratios without the analyst suggesting a price target. (Click here to watch Ramakanth's record) In contrast, all 3 other analysts who recently posted a Buy of an Ocugen review rate stock. However, the Strong Buy consensus rating is supported by a price target of $0.9,
which means 68% down from current levels. This is most likely the result of the stock's rapid rise and analysts' inele tying new price targets so quickly. (See OCGN stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for coronavirus stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, which has just launched a group of all of TipRanks' stock statistics. Disclaimer:
The opinions expressed in this article are those of featured analysts only. The content is intended for use for informational purposes only. It is very important to do its own analysis before making any investments. Los Angeles-based startup Canoo's executive chairman said the Apple electric car news EV had a ripple effect in space. Ethereum (ETH) is the second largest
cryptocurrency after Bitcoin (BTC) in terms of market capitalization. The cryptocurrency was released on July 30, 2015, as the original authors of Vitalik Buterin and Gavin Wood. So how has this altcoin progressed over the last 50 years? Ethereal Highs: Assuming an investor purchased $1,000 worth of ETH on December 23, 2015, it would have received 1,162.79 units priced at
about $0.86. Fast forward just three years to January 13, 2018, when ETH hit an all-time high of 1,432.88 and a $1,000 investment would turn into $1.67 million. Five years from now the press-time and $1,000 will be worth $709,740.70. Returns may not be as impressive as those in 2018, but they're still a gain of 70,974%. Even for the latest ETH traders, the cryptocurrency is
unleashed a bonanza returning 21,971.12%. The oldest known price for ETH is $2.77 recorded on August 7, 2015. What about Bitcoin and Stocks: As Bitcoin appreciated 5,295.16% over the same period, apeks are from cryptocurrency returns are dim compared to ETH. $1,000 would buy about 2.29 bitcoins December 23, 2015, will be worth approximately $52,956 as of presstime. On the stocks side, Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA), Amazon.com, Inc (NASDAQ: AMZN) and Apple Inc (NASDAQ: AAPL) would have a return of 1,278.85%, 2450.02% and 391.72%, respectively. Price Action: ETH 2,589.53 $ 23,589.53,On Tuesday, Press-time traded 2.17% higher at $617.13 while BTC traded 3.54% higher than Grayscale Ethereum Trust (OTC: ETHE) at
$23.40 and Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (OTC: GBTC) 1.43% lower at $30.39 off 7.64%. See Benzinga more * Petrolga options click here for trades * SEC Rule Change Direct Listings 'Undisputed' Spells Last Game for Traditional IpOs, says Bill Gurley * AstraZeneca to Test Its COVID-19 Vaccine along with Russia's Sputnik V (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Petrolga gives no investment
advice. All rights reserved. In 2000, all Qualcomm was convicted while about QCOM, Intel INTC, a range of dot-com stocks. Twenty years later, and the cast may have changed, but the familiar rings of the stock market story, according to luke palmer's popular Bear Traps Report blog. Moderna (MRNA) shareholders have been hitting the exits at an aggressive rate over the last
four weeks. The conventional wisdom is that we are on the verge of another major stock market rally. 2020 has been a volatile year, with the unprecedented 'coronavirus recession' in February and March, followed by a bull run throughout the summer and autumn, with increased volatility in late autumn, as investors tried to understand the elections and the 'second wave' of the
virus. But it's all in the past. The election is decided, Congress will be so narrowly divided that major legislative initiatives are unlikely, and long-awaited COVID vaccines are beginning to circulate. In short, we have a coexy of risk and reward building, for investors who want to put some skin into the game. And for those who are really shoulder-to-shoulder at extra risk, penny stocks
may be the right choice for a big rally. These stocks are below $5 per share, low priced and low prices are usually for good reason. But some penny stocks are basically solid, and with the low price already baked, they have nowhere but up to go. Using the TipRanks database, according to Wall Street analysts, we have pulled details about the low share price and the huge reverse
potential, two compelling stocks that fit this profile of 200% or more. Not to mention, both boast of a Strong Buy consensus rating. Palatin Technologies (PTN)We Palatin Technologies will start with a biopharmaceutical company with a unique niche and competitive advantage. Palatin specializes in the development of melanocortin and natriuretic peptide receptor systems. A new
class of these potential drugs is receptor-specific and targeted for highly specific diseases. There are development drugs for dry eye disease, obesity and congestive heart failure. Palatin pipeline has more urgent applications, as well as - PL8177, originally developed to target ulcerative colitis, has recently entered Phase 1 studies as a treatment for COVID-19. For competitive
advantage, there is Palatin Vyleesi. Vyleesi is a brand of marketing in bremelanotide, the first melanocortin peptide treatment for premenopathal women with widespread hypoactive sexual desire disorder. The FDA considers Vyleesi a 'world-class' drug and approved it for use in June 2019. Palatin has since been Vyleesi marketing in North America. In July this year, Palatin
resolved a legal dispute that had been paid $12 million, along with a $16.3 million deal with AMAG Pharmaceutical, in which Amalatin took back all of Vyleesi's all North American legal rights. Canaccord analyst John Newman, who is now up to $0.42 a share, thinks the share price is an attractive entry point. Vyleesi continues to make commercial progress, securing broader
insurance repayment coverage and strengthening relationships with healthcare providers [...] To increase the commercialization of palatin, the potential U.S. for Vyleesi continues to seek re-licenses. Possible re-licensing/partnership could currently revolve around a company in the women's healthcare products market. Given that Vyleesi has given the FDA's full approval, we
believe a new re-licensing agreement could carry a meaningful upfront payment. Said. On top of that, Palatin last week announced Phase 2 data from the pl9643 dry eye disease (DED) discovery study. Newman points out that the results showed statistically significant improvement in multiple signs and symptoms in the moderate to severely ill population. Palatin plan to launch
phase 2/3 trials by mid-2021. In line with his bullish stance, Newman rates PTN is a Buy, and his $3 price target means room for a 615% reverse potential in a choke in the next 12 months. (Click here to watch Newman's record) Overall, Palatin's analyst consensus is a Strong Buy score and this decision is unanimous, based on 3 recent Buy reviews. The average price target,
$2.17, implies an impressive 417% reverse for next year. (See TipRanks ptn stock analysis) Mustang Bio (MBIO)Mustang Bio is another clinical phase biopharmaceutical company. Mustang focus on potential treatments for blood cancers, solid tumors, and genetic diseases, using medical breakthroughs in cell and gene theasms to create targeted drugs. The company is
developing CAR-T (Chimeric antigen receptor T cells) treatments as treatments for inactive Hodgkin Leukemia and other cancers. Mustang has a strong research pipeline, with gene theaths, hematological CAR-Ts, and solid tumor CAR-Ts to treat a wide range of diseases Development. Development. research is ongoing and Phase 1 and 2 studies are planned until 2023. Six
clinical trials are ongoing in the company for conditions ranging from glioblastomas to multiple mycloma to prostate cancer. The company's clinical stage drug, MB-106, shows hope as a treatment for non-Hodgkin's Leukemia.In B. Riley Securities for the company's detailed review, with analyst Justin Zelin noting the MB-106 early success and its potential for the forward-looking
company. We see an extremely appropriate safety profile in n=9 NHL patients treated with mb-106's 89% overall response rate (ORR) and 44% full response rate (CRR) and mustang's modified cell manufacturing process as a significantly positive de-risking event for the program and mustang platform. Immediately after this positive data set, the Mustang will offer an Investigation
New Drug (IND) application at 1Q21E to ensure the launch of the MB-106 multi-arm multi-center Phase II study, and CD20+ will provide a risk-free recording pathway for appasery in NHL patients. he wrote. In the bottom line, Zelin is bullish on the Mustang, writing, we continue to believe that Mustang Bio is undervalued over its peers due to the historical lack of catalysts and
clinical data, now changing with positive clinical data presentations. Zelin's comments back up the Buy rating and show there is room for growth of up to 300% next year, with a price target of $13. (Click here to watch Zelin's record) Mustang unanimously stocked another penny with Strong Buy rating, it's based on a 4 recent Buy reviews. The company's shares have sales for $3.16
and an average price target of $10.75, suggesting a reverse 235% over a one-year timeframe. (See MBIO stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for penny stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, the type that just launched a group of all of TipRanks' stock statistics. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are those of featured
analysts only. The content is intended for use for informational purposes only. It is very important to do its own analysis before making any investments. There's no one trick. Determine what you need in retirement and up to that day, and derive what to expect from your 401(k). Investor's Business DailyAlibaba stock is an IBD Long Term Leader with extraordinary fundamentals, but
what makes the Chinese bellwether a buy right now? With the highest forward dividend yield for this January.The $57,700 lunch, the Russell 1000 top dividend stocks turned out to be a friendship and, after all, an excellent investment that led to a partnership. I think the enthusiasm of this tireless wave of buyers is equal to or superior to the S&amp;P's disdain; It's not easy to make
a car. Even Tech giant Apple.You can take over an IRA tax-exempt, but you can hit with a 50% penalty if you don't follow the rules for the minimum deployments (RMDs) required. Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) bitcoin price is key to determining a correction, according to analysts who join JPMorgan.Investor's Business DailySee who PayPal, veeva and Lululemon Warren Buffett
stocks on this screen based on the Berkshire Hathaway CEO's investment strategy. The Coronavirus pandemic shows no signs of abating, even with a vaccine coming to the markets. We are still facing serious social lockout policies, with a number of states (such as California, Minnesota, and Michigan) previously pushing tougher restrictions on this round. This is still reeling in
one of the most difficult years of memory is a heavy blow to the entertainment industry. If you are getting more press from the challenges faced by restaurants, but for the cruise industry, corona has been the perfect storm. Before the outbreak, the cruise industry, which does $150 billion a year in business, was expected to carry 32 million passengers in 2020. They're all gone now.
Over the summer, the industry was shaken when more than 3,000 CASES of COVID were linked to 123 separate cruise ships, resulting in 34 deaths. After such a difficult year, it is useful to step back and take a moment of the state of the sector. JPMorgan analyst Brandt Montour did so in a comprehensive review of the cruise industry in general, and in particular in a
comprehensive review of the three cruise line giants. We believe cruise shares can continue to grind higher in the near term, driven by overwhelmingly wide vaccine ground/progress. Looking further, operators will face many highs as they restart/ramp up operations at 2Q3Q21, but there is a high probability of a significant successive improvement in revenue/cash flows during this
period, and we believe investors will continue to look at short-term setbacks to 2022, characterized by full capacity, near occupancy and so far manageable pricing pressure. Against this backdrop, Montour chose two stocks worth the risk, and investors should avoid it for now. Using tipRanks' Stock Comparison tool, this cruise line is lined up in three side by side to get lowdown on
what the near-term amount for players. Royal Caribbean (RCL) The second largest cruise line remains a top choice for Royal Caribbean, Montour and the firm. The company has put its resources into confronting and overcoming the challenges of the epidemic, promoting liquidity and both streamlining and modernizing the fleet. Liquidity protection has been the most pressing
issue. Although the company has taken delivery of some cruises, and even a new ship, the Silver Moon, most operations remain suspended. For Q3, -$5.17 report adjusted earnings below consensus of -$5.62. Management estimates the cash burn to be between $250 million and $290 million per month. To combat this, the RCL reported liquidity of $3.7 billion at the end of
September. That included $3 billion in cash and $700 million through a credit facility. Total liquidity at the end of Q3 fell by more than 9% from the end of Q2. Since the end of the third quarter, RCL has added over $1 billion to its cash position through a $500 million high-end note and stock sale, adding another 8.33 million shares to the market at $60 each. In his note on Royal
Caribbean, Montour writes: [We] are most constructive about OW-rated RCL, which we believe has the most compelling demand drivers... Its extensive investments in premium-priced new hardware and consumer data, all long-term revenue metrics, margins and roic industry establish good RCL to grow. Montour is back in its Overweight (i.e. Buy) rating with a price target of $91.
This represents a 30% upside potential for 2021. (Click here to watch Montour's record) Does the rest of the street agree? Apparently, analyst initiative is more of a mixed bag. 4 Purchase ratings and 6 Amounts give RCL a Moderate Purchase status. Meanwhile, for $69.58 per share, it sells slightly above the average price target of $68.22. (See what RCL stock analysis on
TipRanks is) With a $7.45 billion market cap on norwegian Cruise Line (NCLH) and a fleet of 28 ships, Norwegian Cruise Line found its relatively smaller size as an advantage at the time of this outbreak. With a smaller and newer fleet, overhead costs, especially ship maintenance, were lower. These advantages do not mean that the company survived the storm. Earlier this month,
Norway extended its policy of suspending its campaign policy, covering all scheduled flights between 1 January 2021 and 28 February 2021 and those selected in March 2021. These cancellations came as Norway's revenues declined - in the third quarter, the top place was just $6.5 million, compared to $1.9 billion in the same quarter the previous year. The company also
reported $150 million in cash burns a month. To combat cash burns and minimum incomes, Norway, in November and December, has taken steps to increase liquidity. The company closed with $850 million in top-notes, up from 5.875% in November and due in 2026, and closed its slea assy stock offer earlier this month. The stock offer totaled 40 million shares at $20.80 per
share. Together, the two proposals have collected over $1.6 billion in new capital. According to a more positive record, Norway is preparing for a final resumption of full services. On December 7, the company announced that it would use AtmosAir Solutions to install air purification systems on all 28 existing vessels announced the establishment. Announced. using known filtration
technology to defeat coronavirus. JPM's Montour Norway points to these advantages in its review and sums it up in its bottom line: This relatively newer, higher end, combined with the brand/ship footprint will often lead us to believe that pricing is in a better position on growth, though its demographic skewed to big-age customers will probably be a drag throughout 2021. After all,
NCLH is a high-quality presence within the vast cruising industry, with a higher beta for a cruise recovery, and the industry returns and investors need to see performance as they look further into the risk spectrum. Montour stock gives a price target of $30 and a One Kilo (i.e. Buy) rating. Its target is a 27% reverse over a one-year timeframe. The Norwegian analyst consensus is
another cruise line with a Middle Buy. This rating is based on 4 Purchases, 4 Amounts and 1 Sale determined in recent months. Like the RCL above, the stock price is here, $23.55, currently the average price target, $23.22 higher. (See TipRanks nclh stock analysis) Carnival Corporation (CCL) Last up, Carnival, the world's largest cruise line with a market cap of $23.25 billion, has
more than 100 ships and more than 700 destination ports among its brands. In normal times, this giant footprint gave the company an advantage; Now, however, it has become an expensive liability. This is clear with the company's financial Q3 cash burn approaching $770 million. Like other major cruise companies, Carnival has extended cruise cancellations, or, from the
company's point of view, 'pause in operations.' The Cunard line, one of Carnival's brands, cancelled flights to the Queen Mary 2 and Queen Elizabeth in early June next year. Carnival also cancelled operations from the ports of Miami, Galveston and Port Canaveral in February, pushing back the opening voyage of the new ship Mardi Gras until the end of April 2021. These
measures were taken in accordance with coronavirus restrictions. Carnival's shares and revenues are suffering huge losses this year. Shares have fallen by 60% year-on-year despite some price rallies since the end of October. Revenue fell to just $31 million in the fiscal third quarter reported in September. Carnival reported a loss of about $3 billion in the quarter. The company
ended the third quarter with over $8 billion in cash, an impressive resource to face the challenge. This combination of strength and weakness led Montour to place a Neutral (i.e. Hold) rating on CCL shares. However, its $25 price target shows a possible reversing of 23%. In his comments at Carnival, Montour said that due to the size of some of the relative net yield he saw in
2018-2019, we believe he will most likely be sane on the other side of this crisis... However, the CCL is granted Share discounting, less pricing growth and geographic diversification ahead of the crisis, we see as the company with the least disadvantage in the next few months and are not surprised by the recent performance. We believe this will reverse in 2H21. Overall, Carnival
has a Hold rating of analyst consensus. This rating is based on 10 reviews and is up to 1 Purchase, 8 Amounts and 1 Sale. The stock sells for an average price target of $20.28 and $18.86~ 7% means a downward potential. (See TipRanks ccl stock analysis) To find good ideas for stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to Buy, the type that just launched
a group of all of TipRanks' stock statistics. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are those of featured analysts only. The content is intended for use for informational purposes only. It is very important to do its own analysis before making any investments. Investment.
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